EXAMPLES: Measurable Annual Goals

⚠️ NOT MEASURABLE GOAL: Anna Marie will decrease her anger and her violation of school rules.

😊 MEASURABLE GOAL: When feeling angry, Anna Marie will consistently follow the steps outlined in her Behavioral Intervention Plan.

⚠️ NOT MEASURABLE GOAL: Joan will improve writing skills by one year.

😊 MEASURABLE GOAL: Joan will write a clear, cohesive paragraph consisting of at least 3 sentences, including compound and complex sentences that are clearly related, increasing her score on the writing rubric from 25/50 to 35/50.

⚠️ NOT MEASURABLE GOAL: Jose will organize his work so that he can pass all classes.

😊 MEASURABLE GOAL: When provided with an agenda book, Jose will develop the organizational skills to independently record his homework assignments in English Language Arts, Math, Social Studies and Science.

⚠️ NOT MEASURABLE GOAL: Kyle will participate in adaptive physical education activities when provided with adapted equipment.

😊 MEASURABLE GOAL: In adaptive physical education, Kyle will build flexibility and tone in his arms and upper body by acquiring independent skills with 3 or more different leisure time physical activities.